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DESIGN BY EXPERIENCE
DRIVEN BY CHOICE.
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Specifications may vary from image shown.

TODAY WILL CHANGE THE WAY YOU DRIVE. FOREVER.

Whether you're commuting to work or carving through the scenic route, Teana 

makes it all feel extraordinary. Its latest generation Xtronic CVT transmission lets 

you ride a seamless wave of power, equivalent to a 8-speed automatic  

transmission. A new suspension puts you in touch with the road, while new 

technologies help you take the wheel with more confidence. It's all of these and 

more, in a sedan that truly redefines what it means to drive.

Bold projector headlamps LED tail lamps

Nissan signature front grille Stylish sunroof

INSPIRING DESIGN
Whether you're commuting to work in the day or heading out for the night, the gorgeous sunroof and 

distinctive projector headlamps will light up your life. The alluring beauty and seamless character lines of the 

TEANA is sure to turn many heads along the way.
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WELCOME TO THE WORLD OF OMOTENASHI 
AND IMMERSE IN MODERN LUXURY
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DISCOVER YOUR NEW 
COMFORT ZONE

FEEL THE BEAT

Teana is designed with seats with comfort that's out of this world. No matter 

where you're headed, TEANA makes acclimating a breeze, keeping you 

comfortable and alert. Even when your commute seems longer than a trip 

to outer space. 

• Zero gravity-inspired seats minimizes driving fatigue while keeping you 

comfortable, no matter what your body type. 

•      An exceptionally quiet interior keeps you focused, thanks to 

an advanced acoustic design and sound-absorbing 

materials. 

Nissan Intelligent Key allows you to lock and unlock doors, open the trunk and start the engine with the key inside 

your pocket. Enjoy the convenience of memory driver seat and start your engine with one simple push of a button.

Teana's Dual Zone Air-Conditioner lets you and your front 

passenger adjust the temperature to your ideal settings.

Choose to be entertained via CD or MP3 via USB and 

Aux-in ports.

Push start ignitionIntelligent Key

Indulge in superb sound quality of BOSE system, 

which is equipped with subwoofer and 9 speakers 

around the car.  Enjoy the powerful sound of music 

from all directions. The new design of quiet and 

undisturbed cabin allows you to relax with your 

favorite songs along the ride.  

Specifications may vary from images shown. Memory seat and BOSE 9-speaker sound system is available in Teana 2.5L & 3.5L only.
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INNOVATIVE
TECHNOLOGY
Teana has reinvented itself with exciting innovations such as the Around View 

Monitor, Advanced Drive-Assist Display and latest generation Xtronic CVT. 

Paired with its new ZF Sachs Multi-link suspension and Active Understeer 

Control, the sedan promises a refreshing and dynamic driving performance 

with comfort and luxury.

Specifications may vary from image shown.
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Park with confidence and finesse with 

Teana's Around View Monitor, which offers 

a bird's eye view of the vehicle and its 

surroundings in real-time via 4 cameras.

The system gives you around view monitoring with 4 cameras around the 
Teana to achieve virtual vision.  Then the system will process and show the 
upper view through the touch screen monitor located in the central console 
in cooperation with front and rear sensors.

1. After shifting to reverse gear (R), 

 the monitor will show the bird’s eye 

 view and rear view, along with the 

 distance estimation line for 

 convenience of driving in reverse.

2. The monitor will show a  

 virtual image while driving in  

 reverse. If there is any object  

 near the Teana, the sensor  

 signal and image will appear on  

 AVM.

3. After shifting to driving gear (D), 

the monitor will change from rear 

view to front view. As a result, there 

is no need to worry about any object 

in an unseen position while driving in 

Nissan Teana.

4. If you are not sure whether  

 or not you have park your vehicle  

 close enough to the footpath, you  

 may push CAMERA button on  

 screen to change your view. The  

 monitor screen will show  

 passenger’s side view instead of the  

 bird’s eye view

Traffic jams. Dinner plans. With so much going on around you, it's easy to lose 

sight of what's most important: driving. From Lane Departure Warnings to 

Audio Display, the new Advanced Drive-Assist Display serves up info right in 

front of you  - no more looking away. Plus, its intuitive 3-D depth and tilt design 

improves cognition, helping you take it all in quicker. So you can focus on what 

really matters

Specifications may vary from image shown.

Teana gives you a new line of sight. So you can see faster and drive smarter.

HEADING: ADVANCED 
DRIVE-ASSIST DISPLAY

Specifications may vary from images shown. Around View Monitor, Lane Departure Warning and Blind Spot Warning is only available in Teana 3.5L.
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CONQUER YOUR PATH

Teana's all-new rear multi-links suspension was 

designed for exceptional agility. You'll feel it 

especially in the corners, when the layout of the 

suspension allows the rear wheels to turn slightly 

to match the front - giving you the sensation of 

riding on rails.

The 173PS 4-cylinder engine gives more than a 

spirited performance. A new intake system 

optimizes the opening of intake vales at high rpm 

to keep torque curve flat, giving you smooth 

power while contributing to excellent fuel

Experience a satisfying blend of refined power, 

superior drivability and low speed torque while 

enjoying greater fuel economy with this 

lightweight, all-aluminium engine.

Say goodbye to fixed gear ratios and hello to a new kind 

of CVT. In the latest version of our CVT, friction is 

reduced by up to 40% and the ratio coverage is 

increased to greater than that of some 8-speed 

automatics. What does that mean behind the wheel? 

Better acceleration and fuel consumption, plus 

performance so smooth, its like riding a continuous 

wave of power.

What if your daily drive got an adrenaline boost? 

Teana's 3.5L & V6 engine not only gives you heart-

pumping acceleration, but its Xtronic CVT features 

three modes for a more customized driving 

experience.

Customize your ride with three modes. Pick 

Drive for everyday, Ds for a sportier "shift" feel or 

go hands-on with paddle shifters. Unique to the 

V6, the paddle shifters are mounted right on the 

steering column, putting precise shifting control 

at your fingertips. No clutch needed.

Advanced Rear Suspension

Teana's rear suspension comes with ZF Sachs 

shock absorbers. The shocks use state-of-the-art 

valve technology to help control wheel hop and 

harshness, resulting in reduced transmission of 

vibrations to the cabin for enhanced body control 

and response, and a smooth, quiet ride.

Xtronic CVT MR20 Engine

QR25 Engine

VQ35 V6 Engine

Xtronic CVT with Paddle
Shifters
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INNOVATION THAT 
LOOKS OUT FOR 
YOU

Specifications may vary from image shown. Lane Departure Warning, Blind Spot Warning and Moving Object Detection is only available on Teana 3.5L

Whether you are changing lanes on the highway or deftly manoeuvring 

your way into a parking spot, Teana's new Safety Shield Technologies 

take advantage of the rear view camera and act as a second set of eyes, 

giving you a whole new way to double check.

Blind spot warning indicator

If Teana detects that you are straying 

from your lane, the Lane Departure 

Waning system will give both a visual 

and audible alert. So smart, the system 

is designed to stop the warnings 

whenever your turn signal is engaged.

If another vehicle is detected in your 

blind spot area, an indicator appears in 

the driver's or front passenger's doors 

and on the Advanced Drive-Assist 

Display. Put your turn signal on, and 

the indicator flashes with a warning 

chime to alert you.

Shift into reverse, and the Around View 

Monitor displays what's behind you. If it 

detects something moving by the rear 

of the Teana when you're in reverse, it 

gives a visual and audible alert. And 

whenever you want a wider rear view, 

just push the CAMERA button.
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CONFIDENCE 
AT EVERY 
TURN

HEADLIGHT CLEANER

ACTIVE UNDERSTEER 
CONTROL (AUC)

The zone body construction features highly evolved safety technology, 

including a clearly defined crushable zone to absorb and disperse 

impact forces, and a high-strength cabin safety zone dedicated to 

passenger protection

A slick spot in a corner can suddenly have you going in a direction you 

didnt want. VDC, also known as stability control monitors your steering 

and braking to help you maintain your steered path under certain 

conditions by reducing engine output and/or applying brake pressure 

to specific wheels.

HSA prevents the car from rolling back 

when it is pulled off on the sloping 

ground. When you shift your feet from 

the brake pedal, the system will make 

the brake work continuously, thus the 

car can start smoothly. It also ensures 

safety and confidence when the car is 

stopped and pulled off on the hills or 

sloping area.

The standard ABS pumps the brakes faster than you possibly can in panic-braking 

situations, to help prevent wheel lockup, so you can continue to steer around 

obstacles while braking heavily.

If you need to slam on the brakes, Brake Assist sense how hard you're 

braking, and if it senses you are in an emergency, it will automatically help to 

apply maximum braking force.

EBD is designed to send extra force to the rear brakes when it senses 

additional weight in the back.

Protect you and the people you love with front and side SRS airbags, as well as curtain airbags in 6 points to absorb the impact for driver and front passenger, as well as to reduce impact from 

side collision. 

Specifications may vary from image shown.

Improve driving vision with headlight cleaner water 

injection to remove all dirt from headlights, hence 

clearer view all along your journey.

This innovative technology helps improve control when 

you take a corner. It reads the cornering situation and, if 

needed, will imperceptibly brake the appropriate wheel to 

help you steer through the turn.

Teana's power is wasted if all it does is spin the tires, so when the 

standard Traction Control system senses drive-wheel spin, it responds 

by reducing throttle or applying brake pressure to maintain traction.

With 

TCS

With AUC

With ABS

With ABS

Braking point

Without ABS

Without ABS

Without AUC

Without 

TCS
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Displacement

Bore x Stroke

Max Power

Max Torque

Fuel Consumption

CO2 Emission

Overall Length

Overall Width

Overall Height

Wheelbase

Min. Ground Clearance

Min. Turning Radius

Curb Weight

Trunk

Fuel Tank

Thread

Wheels

Tyres

Brakes

Suspension

Steering

Final Gear Ratio (Hypoid Final Gear)

Fuel System

Gear Ratios

Compression Ratio

Type

Type

Code

Seating

Capacities

Dimensions/Weights

Wheels/Tyres

Steering/Suspension/Brakes

Fuel/CO2 Emission

Transmission

Engine

L5.3L5.2L0.2

53QV52RQ

noitarugifnoC-V ,rednilyC-6 evlaV-42 ,CHODnoitarugifnoC eniL-nI ,rednilyC-4 evlaV-61 ,CHOD

89438842

4.18 x 5.590.001 x 0.98

004,6 / )381( 942000,6 / )721( 371

004,4 / )8.13( 213000,4 / )9.32( 432

1 : 3.011 : 0.01

004,4 / )4.91( 091]mpr/)m-gk(mN[

10.0 : 1

7991cc

1.09 x 0.48mm

006,5 / )001( 631]mpr/)Wk(SP[

DOHC, 16-Valve 4-Cylinder, In-Line Configuration

MR20

X-Tronic M-CVT

2.6310 ~ 0.3780

Reverse

X-Tronic CVT

1.9601

2.4130 ~ 0.3830

1.7977

3776.4928.4

3.95.7

322081

4.7mk001/L

771mk/g

5.694

Eletronic fuel injection control 

Rear

System Power Assisted with ABS, EBD, Brake Assist

Front Ventilated Disc

Front Independent Strut

Rear ZF Sachs Multi-Link Type  

Electronic Hydraulic Power-Assisted Steering System (EHPS) 

Front mm

Rear mm

Curb to Curb m

565,1015,1

5.7

074,1gk

mm 135

mm 4,875

mm 1,830

mm 1,490

mm 2,775

1,585

1,585

17-Inch Alloy Wheels

215/55R17

L (VDA) 506 (Temper Tyre)

L 65

Persons 5

Specifications

Disc

Titanium Gray 

Tan Chong Motor Sales Pte Ltd reserves the right to make any changes without notice concerning colors, equipment and specifications detailed in this brochure, 

or to discontinue individual models. The colors of vehicles may differ slightly from those in this brochure.
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